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Shortly after I turned 40, my health took a rapid downward dive, despite regular exercise
and healthy eating. Blood pressure was through the roof, cholesterol up, and I had a case
of very painful arthritis. Weight ballooned by 50 lbs after menopause: I was fifty, fat, and
frumpy. This was a shock since I was lean all my life. With no energy, a lot of pain, and a
foggy brain, I was unable to function well.
Since I am a research scientist, I did what comes naturally: thoroughly researched what
caused these problems and find solutions without medication. This included tightening
my exercise and nutrition program as well as increasing meal frequency to keep my mind
alert. During the 1990s, flying across the Atlantic several times a year forced me to pick
up, develop and practice habits that would maintain health and avoid the typical meeting/
conference health booby traps.
This chapter is inspired by the many road warriors I’ve spoken to who tell me that their
health routines go out the window while on the road. They typically gain weight and lose
fitness while traveling. One businesswoman I spoke to said she has regained 22 of the 45
lbs that she lost the previous year in less than 6 months of traveling. Her business
requires her to be in front of a video camera often, which means she is not presenting her
best self.

Since we, as business people, need to be in top shape mentally and physically to deliver
our best service even while traveling, a sedentary lifestyle of too much drink and the
wrong food is self-defeating. Good physical health means your mind is clear and you can
do your best thinking, best negotiating, best delivery of speeches, seminars and talks, and
best socializing. Taking good care of yourself gives you that extra edge.
The first and major step that needs to be taken is making the decision that this is a
priority. AND IT IS! Once you’ve made the decision, following these tips are easy:
First, as a rule, travel usually brings out the parade of carbohydrate, sugar- and fat-laden
“food”/snacks. As tempting and as tasty as these are: stop thinking about them; stop
looking at them. They are not good options, ever, period. They fog your brain, make you
feel sleepy and bloat you up so your pants don’t fit in short order. I, for one, am
distracted when my pants get tight. Healthier options for each venue are given below.
Preparation before travel:
1. Plan ahead for your exercise. If attending a conference, find the schedule and
start your planning. Decide what time you are going to exercise, and stick to it as
if it were a doctors appointment. Keep it, no matter what and not just when you
feel like it. When a meeting is set at 7 am, get up at 5 – 5:30 am to exercise. No
excuse is good enough to skip it.
2. Find facilities ahead of time. Check if your hotel has a gym or, if you belong to a
national chain such as 24-Hour Fitness, if one is nearby. If not, check if there are
other gyms nearby. You can often buy or get guest passes for a week at a time to
various gyms.
3. If no gym is at hand, exercise in your room or outdoors. Take running/walking
shoes and exercise clothes. You can take a brisk walk, run or do intervals
outdoors if the weather permits. If not, take minimal hotel room exercise
equipment with you such as exercise bands, a DVD or ipod with music /workout,
and/or P90X bands or do yoga. If you have a subscription service, such as
Netflix, you can find exercise programs to follow there. The standbys of sit-ups
and pushups work quite well to get your heart pumping. Try mountain climbers,
burpees, and spiderman pushups or other whole body exercises. Do at least 3 sets
of each. You will definitely feel great and ready to roll afterwards.
4. If you are traveling by car, consider take a cooler full of healthy foods,
including fruits, vegetables and precooked protein. Cook up several meals in
advance and put them in separate plastic containers. Hotels all have either frigs or
ice dispensers to keep it cool on location. Many have microwaves. I’ve even
taken a small camping kit with plates, a pan, and some forks and my small
portable camping stove. It saves a lot of time to eat breakfast in your room and
you get exactly what you need in the morning in nothing flat. (It takes less than 10
minutes to fry eggs and potatoes, eat, and clean up!)

5. If you are traveling internationally or far, these healthy staples travel well:
Packets of tuna in foil pouches (now sold everywhere), packets of protein powder
(a plastic shaker cup helps here), meal replacement bars (watch for too much
sugar or grains), dried fruit, nuts like raw almonds or walnuts. When I traveled
from Germany to the US several times a year, I would take a few things, including
a couple of meals for on the plane, then scout out the local grocery stores and
stock up portable foods. This included low fat cheese sticks, roasted chicken
from delis, fruit, packaged salads, beef jerky, etc.
6. If going through several time zones and you have trouble sleeping, try
melatonin to regulate your sleep cycle. Rest while jet-lagged is paramount to
feeling clear headed and energetic.
On the road:
7. Stay hydrated during travel. Airplane and even car travel wreaks havoc on the
water balance and regularity of our body cycles. Getting plenty of water helps
counteract this problem. Don’t overdo the coffee: stick to one or two cups a day.
Keeping caffeine consumption down also helps with jet lag. Keep a bottle of
water with you at all times, especially during long sessions of a meeting or
conference. Good hydration promotes good sleep/ a clear head and minimizes
hunger.
8. Get enough sleep. It is tempting to close out parties, i.e., being the last out the
door. They’re fun. I’ve done it. But without enough sleep, the planned exercise is
tougher and the brain fogs up very quickly. Instead stay connected with the
people you meet via phone or email. It will make the relationship lasting and
more beneficial.
9. Mini-mart shopping for car travel. If you are traveling by car and have opted
to not take a cooler, there are many things in mini-marts that are healthy options:
low fat cheese sticks, cottage cheese, salads, fruit, even dried fruit, nuts (watch
these, they are high in calories. Raw is better but roasted will do in a pinch).
Avoid chips, crackers (high in fat), candy, soda, alcohol, even diet soda. Better
get a flavored water, tea or coffee. Many mini-marts have fast food joints inside.
Subway allows you get low fat meals and salads. These are a poor semblance to
real food but are somewhat nourishing and better than pizza or deep fried chicken.
10. Don’t overdo the alcohol. Almost everyone enjoys their wine or favorite drink,
but stick to one and then drink soda water with a twist of lemon or lime. Alcohol
has a lot of empty calories and affects your brain adversely. You will also have a
clearer head in the morning and won’t get so dehydrated, one of the banes of
travel.
11. If traveling by plane, don’t eat the airplane food unless you are traveling
business or first class. There, the food is almost edible. The best bet is to pack a

lunch at home, although the continually changing TSA regulations make it hard to
keep up with regulations. Because of the carbohydrate, salt and sugar laden foods
airplanes serve make you so sleepy, getting anything done during the flight
becomes near impossible. Instead find something in the airport shops/food malls:
My one regular buy is a bottle of water, and if desperate to eat: a fruit and
whatever protein I can find, and/or fruit-nut mixes. You can find fresh fruit,
salads, and healthy snacks at some of the stands. I know pizza or tempura looks
and tastes good, heck I like it too, but restrict that to a once a week treat. Better
choices can be found at Mexican stands (eschew the deep fried shells and choose
warmed up corn tortillas instead, for example)
12. If driving more than 3 hours, take bathroom breaks where you can walk around,
eat a good snack/meal, and refresh yourself. You’ll arrive fresher and ready to
work at the other end.
13. On the day of travel, exercise early in the day. You’ll not feel so restless during
a long travel day plus it helps you rest later in the day by promoting a good
night’s sleep.
Upon arrival and during your stay:
14. Unless you absolutely have to get to a meeting immediately, settle in to your
room to unwind and rest. Take a walk outside to clear your head, if possible.
Too much rushing around means you’ll get tired and start making bad choices.
The subconscious starts demanding energy, which we interpret as hunger, even if
we are just tired. This is another reason to stay hydrated, we get the same sort of
signal to eat even if we are just thirsty. Staying well rested, hydrated, and fresh
helps us maintain the resolve to practice good health habits while traveling.
15. If you didn’t bring your food, scout out the local grocery stores and stock up
portable foods. This included low fat cheese sticks, roasted chicken from delis,
fruit, packaged salads, etc.
16. Use the 80% rule for treats: this means eat healthy 80% of the time, and indulge
in your favorites 20% of the time. This means out of 21 meals a week, you can
eat something extra for 4 meals out of the week, like a dessert or piece of pizza
instead of the chicken salad. We can’t possible stick to a stringent plan 100% of
the time. Besides, our metabolism needs a revving up from time to time and this
does it and does it well. This is not a pig-out, just a treat with extra calories.
17. At restaurants, choose the lighter choices: Give the breadbasket back to the
waiter. Choose fish or chicken over steak. Get salads without croutons (they are
very fatty) and dressing on the side, or better oil and vinegar. Other dangerous
ingredients in salads are luncheon meats and gobs of cheese. Good choices are all
vegetables, boiled eggs, a few nuts or seeds (but only a teaspoonful), a spoonful
of parmesean, a few raisins or other fruit, or roasted chicken. Nearly all

restaurants will accommodate lighter food choices and gluten free. Ask the
waiter/waitress! Substitute vegetables for French fries. Take your baked potato
with condiments on the side. Divide down the potato to a small side and toss the
rest into the foil. Divide a large meal immediately upon being served and ask for
a doggie bag. It is less tempting to eat too much when it is not in plain view.
Take it with you for lunch the next day.
18. At conferences when breaks are not forthcoming, take in snacks and meals.
Never let the conference timing dictate when you are going to eat. For example, I
eat every 3 hours because it keeps my energy and metabolism up and helps
tremendously with brain fatigue. Take snacks in: fruit, raw nuts, meal substitution
bars and even a meal packed up in a plastic container. Try bringing a couple of
empty containers from home with plastic utensils for packing up food and eating
during breaks or you can buy containers on site and toss them when done.
You don’t have to do everything, try a tip or two, work it in. Next time, work in another
tip. Eventually, you’ll find you arrive back home in as good shape as you left, or perhaps
even better!

